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ON TWO SPECIAL CLASSES OF SURFACES DEFINED BY ONE OR
MORE PLANAR OR SPATIAL CURVES
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we investigate two well-known classes of surfaces that have both to do
with midpoints and midlines. Both approaches are very geometrical and somehow different from the
usual approaches, which lead to remarkable and partly new results.
In the first part, we take two space curves. They define a surface of translation as the manifold of the
midpoints of all possible chords in between the curves. Besides well known examples, we present
new results, e.g., a surface of revolution that is at the same time a surface of translation.
In the second part, we start with a closed planar curve c in the (x,y)-plane and define a function graph
in the environment of c such that each point is assigned a z-value that is the shortest distance from c.
This graph is roughly speaking a developable surface of constant slope. It can be, e.g., used for a
skeletonization of arbitrary two-dimensional shapes, or to generate Voronoi diagrams. We finally
extend this approach to spherical curves with comparable results.

Keywords: translation surface, surface of constant slope, helicoid, accompanying tripod, torse, chord
mid surface

1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematically defined surfaces are usually
given by explicit or implicit formulas. Many sur-
faces can be generated by somehow moving a
planar or spatial curve in space or can be defined
by special geometrical or physical properties.

In this paper we will deal with surfaces that
are solely defined by one or more planar or spa-
tial curves. This is remarkable since usually one
needs much more information to define a sur-
face.

There are, however, some famous examples
for surfaces defined by curves known from dif-
ferential geometry: If we consider, e.g., the ac-
companying tripod of a space curve c, we can
generate surfaces by means of this tripod (Fig-
ure 1). As an example we show the rectifying de-
velopable surface (rectifying torse) ([9], [4]) of a
space curve that is generated by moving the rec-
tifying plane ρ (red) trough the curve tangent t
perpendicular to the osculating plane σ (green)
which contains the osculating circle.
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Figure 1: The rectifying torse of a space curve
can be parameterized such that the whole surface
develops into a rectangular strip with the midline
as the rectified curve.

Since ρ ⊥ σ in any curve point P, the curve
rectifies to a straight line when the torse is devel-
oped. With the corresponding parametrization,
the whole surface develops as a rectangular strip.
Therefore the surface can be practically used for



the design of single curved surfaces (which are
cheap and easy to build).

After this example we will shortly explain our
approach for the generation of surfaces by means
of curves.

In the first part we consider two curves c1
and c2 and investigate the locus surface of the
midpoints of all possible chords in between the
curves. It is easy to see that such surfaces are
surfaces of translation (Section 2).

If c1 = c2 are identical helices, the midpoint-
surface is a helicoid (Section 3), which is there-
fore – in a non-trivial way - a surface of transla-
tion. A generalization leads to other helical sur-
faces with this property (Section 4). If c1 6= c2
are coaxial helices with parameter product −1,
we get the remarkable example of a surface that
is both a surface of translation and a surface of
revolution. Finally we give an algebraic exam-
ple (Section 5): If c1 = c2 are cubic circles, the
midpoint-surface is a cubic translation surface
with two congruent manifolds of cubic circles.

In the second part (Sections 6 - 9), we start
with a closed planar curve c in the (x,y)-plane
and define a function graph Γ in the environment
of c such that each point is assigned a z-value
that is the shortest distance from c. This graph is
roughly speaking a developable surface of con-
stant slope. The slopes of Γ usually have ar-
rises. The top view of such an arris is the orbit of
points with at least two equal normal distances
from c. The defining line c may consist of sev-
eral closed branches and define a kind of “sand
dune surfaces”. Such graphs can be interpreted
as constantly sloped roofs of arbitrarily shaped
eaves. They can also be used for a kind of skele-
tonization of arbitrary two-dimensional shapes,
or to generate Voronoi diagrams. We finally ex-
tend this approach to spherical curves. The func-
tion graphs are then generalized to “star-shaped
surfaces”. Such surfaces can be used to find mid-
lines of continents and/or oceans, for the skele-
tonization of spherical shapes and for spherical
Voronoi diagrams.

2. TRANSLATION SURFACES AS LOCUS
OF CHORD MIDPOINTS

Figure 2 illustrates the well-known theorem (see,
e.g., [8], [10]) about a possible generation of
translation surfaces:
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Figure 2: Given two lines c1 and, c2, we consider
the locus of all midpoints of P1 ∈ c1 and P2 ∈ c2.

Theorem 2.1 If we connect all points P1 of an
arbitrary curve c1 with all points P2 of another
arbitrary line c2, the locus of all midpoints M
is a surface of translation. The surface contains
two pencils of congruent curves. The prototypes
c∗1 and c∗2 of these parameter lines are similar to
c1 and c2 (factor 1/2).

Proof: Let

~c1(u) =
(
x1(u),y1(u), z1(u)

)
, u ∈ [u1, u2]

and

~c2(v) =
(
x2(v),y2(v), z2(v)

)
, v ∈ [v1, v2]

be the parameterized position vectors of the
points P1 ∈ c1 and P2 ∈ c2.

Then the position vector of the midpoint M is
given by

~x(u, v) =
1
2
[
~c1(u)+~c2(v)

]
=

1
2
~c1(u)+

1
2
~c2(v)

(1)
Therefore,~x is always the sum of two vectors

~c∗1 =
1
2~c1 and~c∗2 =

1
2~c2.
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Figure 2 shows already the most famous and
easy case: If c1 and c2 are parabolas with parallel
axis direction and non-parallel carrier planes, the
corresponding translation surface is a paraboloid
(order two). When one of the generating lines is
straight, the result is a parabolic cylinder. The
trivial case that the other line is also straight re-
sults in a plane.

The above theorem also holds for identical
non-planar curves c1 = c2, i.e., one single curve
can define a translation surface. Henceforth we
will call such a surface “midsurface”.

Due to Equation 1, the following is obvious,
although not trivial:

Theorem 2.2 For c1 = c2 the midsurface con-
tains the generating line. The parameter lines
are congruent.

There is an additional geometrical interpreta-
tion for the two pencils of parameter lines that is
true for any surface of translation (Figure 3, see
also Figures 5 and 10):
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Figure 3: The parameter lines can be interpreted
as contour lines. The (magenta) contour of the
surface is not a parameter line, since we did not
project in direction of a tangent of c1 or c2

Theorem 2.3 The parameter lines of a surface
of translation are the contour lines for all paral-
lel projections of the surface in direction of any
tangent of c1 or c2. Thus, the parameter lines
are conjugate lines.

Proof: The tangential plane in a point M is
spanned by the tangents t1 and t2 of the corre-
sponding parameter lines c∗1 and c∗2 (Figure 3).
We choose a projection center C∞ in direction of
t2 at infinity. M is by definition contour point for
this projection direction.

Now we translate c∗2 along c∗1 (which gener-
ates the surface). The surface tangent t2 stays
parallel. The new tangential plane therefore
contains the projection center during the whole
movement, and M is contour point with respect
to C∞ at any position of c∗1. Due to the fact that
projection ray and tangent to the contour line are
conjugate [8] we can therefore speak of conju-
gate parameter lines.

3. THE HELICOID AS A SURFACE OF
TRANSLATION

Besides the classical example of a midsurface
(the paraboloid), a non-trivial example is men-
tioned in [8], [10] and [5]:

Theorem 3.1 The midsurface of a helix is a he-
licoid. Therefore a helicoid is not only a helical
surface but also a surface of translation.
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Figure 4: If c1 = c2 is a helix, the midsurface is
a helicoid which therefore is at the same time a
surface of translation with two non-trivial pen-
cils of helices on it.

Proof: First, c1 and c2 are identical (Figure 4).
With constant radius r and screw parameter p the
equations can be written as

~c1(u) =
(
r cosu,r sinu, pu

)
, u ∈ R
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~c2(v) =
(
r cosv,r sinv, pv

)
, v ∈ R

The midsurface reads

~x(u, v) =
1
2

 r(cosu+ cosv)
r(sinu+ sinv)

p(u+ v)


which can be modified by means of the addition
theorems:

~x(u, v) =

 r cos u+v
2 cos u−v

2
r sin u+v

2 cos u−v
2p

2 (u+ v)

 (2)

With

s = r cos
u− v

2
, t =

u+ v
2

(3)

we get the parameterized equation of a helicoid

~x(s, t) = (scos t, ssin t, pt).

Since c1 = c2, the prototypes c∗1 and c∗2 of the
pencils of parameter lines are congruent. All pa-
rameter lines intersect the screw axis and are not
helical orbits of the screw motion that generates
the helicoid.

The generating helix c = c1 = c2 lies on the
helicoid Φ which is therefore uniquely defined.
If we vary the radius r of c, this will generate the
same surface. Then we get other two pencils of
non-trivial helices on Φ with radius r

2 (Figure 5).

Corollary 3.2 A helicoid (parameter p) carries
a two-dimensional manifold of congruent he-
lices (parameter p

2 ). Their projections in axis di-
rection are circles through the image of the axis.

There is a well-known theorem about heli-
coids ([8], [10]) in context with the “non-trivial”
helices1:

Theorem 3.3 The contour of a helicoid for any
parallel projection is a helix.

Φ

Φ

aa

c∗2c∗1

c∗2c∗1

Figure 5: Left: Two congruent conjugate non-
trivial helices with arbitrarily chosen equal di-
ameter are displayed on a helicoid. Right: With
an adequate change of the projection in direction
of a tangent of the green helix, the red helix be-
comes contour line.

Proof:
As we know already, there is a two-

dimensional manifold of non-trivial helices on
the helicoid Φ that have constant parameter p

2
and lie on cylinders of revolution with variable
radius ρ through the axis a of Φ (Figure 5).
Such a helix has a constant inclination angle
α = arctan p

2ρ
. We now project Φ from an arbi-

trary point C∞ at infinity under elevation angle γ

which is the inclination angle of a helix c∗2 with
ρ = p

2 cotγ . Therefore a tangent of c∗2 will go
through C∞. According to Theorem 2.3, the con-
jugate parameter line c∗1 is then contour line with
respect to C∞. 2

4. A SURFACE OF REVOLUTION AND RE-
LATED HELICAL SURFACES AS SUR-
FACES OF TRANSLATION

We now generalize the generation of the helical
surface of Section 3 by allowing two different
coaxial helices with parameters p and p = k · p.

1This theorem competes with the beauty of the theo-
rem that every contour of a quadric for any projection is a
conic section

2In [10] another proof is given based on the
“Drehflucht principle” (vanishing rotation principle).
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Equation 2 then modifies to

~x(u, v) =

 r cos u+v
2 cos u−v

2
r sin u+v

2 cos u−v
2p

2 (u+ k v)

 (4)

k = 1 generates the helicoid. We immediately
see that k =−1 is another special case (Figures 6
and 7):

Theorem 4.1 When we rotate a sine curve (am-
plitude r) about its axis, the generated surface of
rotation can be interpreted as a surface of trans-
lation with two reversely congruent helices that
lie on cylinders of revolution with diameter r that
contain the screw axis.

c1
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Figure 6: If two coaxial helices c1 and c2 are
reversely congruent, the midsurface is a surface
of rotation.

Proof: With the substitutions

s =
u− v

2
, t =

u+ v
2

(5)

Equation 4 simplifies to

~x(s, t) = (r cosscos t, r cosssin t, ps) (6)

which is the equation of a surface of revolution,
generated by a sine curve with amplitude r rotat-
ing about the axis of the curve.
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Figure 7: The meridian of the surface is a sine
curve. The non-trivial helical lines on the sur-
face lie on cylinders that touch the surface and
contain the rotation axis.

In the general case (k 6=±1) we have

Theorem 4.2 When we screw a sine curve (am-
plitude r) about its axis, the generated helical
surface can be interpreted as a surface of trans-
lation with two non-congruent helices that lie on
cylinders of revolution with diameter r that con-
tain the screw axis.

Proof: With the substitutions 5, Equation 4
reads

~x(s, t) =

 r cosscos t
r cosssin t

p
2

[
(1− k)s+(1+ k)t

]
 (7)

c1
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Figure 8: General case (k 6= ±1): The meridian
of the helical surface is a sine curve.

This is a helical surface with a sine curve as
meridian (t = const, Figure 8) and a curve with
polar equation ρ(t) = r cos k+1

k−1t as cross-section
perpendicular to the axis. This curve is a rose or
rhodonea curve (e.g., for k = −2 and k = −1

2 a
limacon of Pascal).
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If in Equation 7 we exchange the values of p
and k by p = k · p and k = 1

k , and substitute s
by −s, the equation does not change at all. This
means that k and 1

k in generate the same surfaces
except a scaling factor k2 in axis-direction, and
we can restrict our investigations to

−1≤ k ≤ 1.

The case k = 0 deserves special attention: One
of the helices then degenerates to a coaxial circle
and the surface is the well-known helical surface
with circular cross-sections (Figure 9).

c1
M
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Figure 9: k = 0: The cross-section of the helical
surface is a circle.

5. A SIMPLE ALGEBRAIC EXAMPLE
Among the surfaces of degree two, the
paraboloids are the ones that are surfaces of
translation. If we translate a conic along another
conic, we already get a surface of degree four. If
we ask for a translation surface of degree 3, we
can use the experiences of the previous sections:
We let c1 = c2 be a cubic curve that appears as a
circle in the top view, i.e., a cubic circle

~x(u) = (r cosu, r sinu, p tan
u
2
). (8)

The corresponding midsurface can then be
written as

~x(u,v) =

 r
2(cosu+ cosv)
r
2(sinu+ sinv)
p
2 (tan u

2 + tan v
2)

 .

M

P2

P1

c1 = c2
c∗1

c∗2

Figure 10: If c = c1 = c2 is a a cubic circle, the
midsurface is cubic surface of translation with
two pencils of congruent cubic circles on it. Pro-
jected parallel to a tangent of c, the contour is a
cubic circle (lower image).

With the help of the addition theorems and the
substitutions

s = cos
u− v

2
, t = cos

u+ v
2

we get the parameterization

~x(s, t) =
(
r t s, r

√
1− t2 s,

p
√

1− t2

t + s

)
which can be written implicitly as

r py = (x2 + y2)z+ r xz.

6. DEFINING SURFACES OF CONSTANT
SLOPE BY LINES

In Section 1 we had an example of an accompa-
nying developable surface of a space curve c (the
rectifying torse Figure 1). If we define the posi-
tion of the generating plane β such that it runs
through the corresponding tangent t of c and has
a given inclination to a fixed direction (e.g., the
vertical coordinate axis), the plane will envelop
a developable surface of constant slope ([9], [1]).
The task is ambiguous, however, and if the tan-
gent is not too steep, we have two real solutions
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c
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Figure 11: A space curve c generates two sur-
faces Γ1 and Γ2 with given constant slope.

β1 and β2 that generate two surfaces Γ1 and Γ2
(Figure 11). Such surfaces are not only inter-
esting from a theoretical point of view, they are
quite often used in practice as stable transitions
of road edges, but also for roof constructions and
as efficient tooth flanks (see, e.g., [2], [3], [7]),
because the tangent plane along an entire gen-
erating line is constant and has always the same
slope. Thus, e.g., sand dunes tend to have such
shapes and keep this shape for a long period of
time (Figure 11).

c
Γ1 Γ1

Figure 12: Simple horizontal generating lines c
of torses Γ1 with constant slope (left: circle,
right: ellipse). The torses Γ2 are symmetrical
with respect to the base plane.

The generating curve c need not be a space
curve. It can be planar and even lie in the base
plane. In this case, the planes β1 and β2 and
therefore also the surfaces Γ1 and Γ2 are sym-
metrical with respect to the base plane. A trivial
example is the surface of constant slope through

a horizontal circle which is a cone of revolu-
tion. If the generating line is a horizontal el-
lipse, however, the surface immediately has self-
intersections (Figure 12). Figure 13 illustrates
the case that c is a limacon of Pascal.

c

Γ1 Γ2

Figure 13: The two symmetrical torses defined
by a limacon c in the base plane.

7. THE MIDLINE OF A PLANAR CURVE

m′

c′

mc

Γ1

Γ2

Figure 14: The horizontal generating line c is a
limacon. Its midline m′ is a circle. Left: spatial
solution, right: plan view.

Figure 14 illustrates that surfaces of constant
slope can be used to solve the following prob-
lem of planar geometry: Given a curve c (e.g.,
a limacon), what is the locus m of all points
that have the same orthogonal distance from the
curve? One possible solution works with sur-
faces of constant slope through c: Their straight
parameter lines are equally inclined and perpen-
dicular to the curve’s tangents both in space and
in the plan view (due to the law of right angle). If
we project the spatial intersection line m of two
neighboring surfaces onto the ground plane, we
have found points on the desired locus m′.
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8. FUNCTION GRAPHS WITH CON-
STANT SLOPE

In practice, it is in general hard to explicitly cal-
culate the intersection line of the two different
torses (Figure 13). Therefore it is a good idea
to find a graphic solution that is easier to imple-
ment.

Definition: We consider a closed planar curve
c in the (x,y)-plane and define a function graph
Γ in the environment of c such that each point
is assigned a z-value that is the shortest distance
from c.

This graph contains parts of the developable
surfaces of constant slope that we had in the pre-
vious section. The graph has arrises, though,
where two surfaces intersect. Whenever a part
of one developing surface overlaps a part of an-
other surface, only those points count that are
closer to the (x,y)-plane.

c

Γ⊂ Γ1∧Γ⊂ Γ2

Figure 15: A function graph takes the roll of the
otherwise much more complicated developable
surfaces.

The distance can be either always positive or
be assigned a negative value when the point is
outside the area defined by c. In any case the
zero-manifold of the graph is the curve c.

Such a definition is very robust, though com-
putationally expensive3, and allows to graph-
ically determine midlines of arbitrary compli-
cated lines.

The projection of the arrises (in simple cases
the “midline”, else a “median axis”) of a more
complex shape can be interpreted as “skeleton”

3The graph has to be stored via a fine grid in the base
plane.

Figure 16: A set of closed lines and the corre-
sponding function graph. The plan view of the
arrises can be interpreted as “skeleton” of the
boundaries.

of the boundary (Figure 16, [6]). If we consider
several closed loops, we can assign negative z-
values for points that are outside of any given
loop. When the loops are tiny circles (“zero-
circles”), the plan view of the arrises results in
the Voronoi diagram of the scene, otherwise we
can speak of a generalized Voronoi diagram.

9. STAR-SHAPED SURFACES WITH LO-
CALLY CONSTANT SLOPE

The definition of the function graph Γ can be ex-
tended in a way that instead of the (x,y)-plane
we consider a curved base surface Σ. We then
have to measure distances along geodesics of Σ

and find the corresponding points on the “gener-
alized graph” on the normals of Σ.

In the easiest case Σ is a sphere. Then the
geodesics are great-circles. The generalized
graph is sometimes called “star-shaped surface”:
To each normal of the sphere we have exactly
one distance value, i.e., the shortest distance to
the spherical curve. In Figure 17 the outlines of
a continent are chosen in order to create a new
topology of the continent. Note that lakes, e.g.,
can significantly change the surface.

The curvature of the base sphere Σ in Fig-
ure 17 is comparatively small. In Figure 18 the
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Figure 17: Instead of a base plane, one can also
use a base sphere. Distances have to be mea-
sured on great-circles, and heights have to be
measured on straights through the midpoint.

Σ

Figure 18: A set of closed lines (continents and
islands) and the corresponding star-shaped sur-
face. The surfaces have locally constant slope
with respect to the corresponding normals.

whole globe is taken into account. Although the
slopes of the mountains are locally speaking sur-
faces of constant slope on the sphere, the star-

shaped surface does not consist of parts of de-
velopable surfaces any more.

If we project the arrises of the star-shaped sur-
face onto the sphere, we get a skeletonization of
spherical curves (Figure 19). In a similar way as
with planar curves, we can also generate spheri-
cal Voronoi diagrams.

Σ

Figure 19: The projection of the arrises of the
star-shaped surface onto the sphere leads to a
“skeleton” of the boundary curves.

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have defined two classes of sur-
faces solely by one or several curves. This leads
to a better understanding of surfaces of trans-
lations and the concept of “midlines” of arbi-
trary shapes. It should be possible to refine the
ideas and find more non-trivial examples that are
worth being discussed. The robust definition of
the “developable function graphs” is still com-
putationally expensive and it seems worth it to
improve and speed up the necessary algorithms.
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